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Pre-trained Language Models for Downstream Tasks

Image credit: Wei, Jason, et al. "Finetuned language models are zero-shot learners."



Language-only



Instruction Tuning on 
Multimodal Pre-trained Models



Imbalance in Instructional Datasets 
between NLP and Multimodal

1600+ Language-only instruction tasks

Wang, Yizhong, et al. "Benchmarking generalization via in-context instructions on 1,600+ language tasks." arXiv preprint arXiv:2204.07705 (2022).

NO large-scale, publicly-available multimodal instruction tasks



MULTIINSTRUCT

The first multimodal instruction tuning benchmark dataset

- 62 diverse 
multimodal tasks

- 10 broad groups
- 5 expert-written 

instructions



OFA (One For All)

● A unified multi-modal pre-trained model that is capable of performing both 
understanding and generation tasks with single or multiple modalities.

● OFA has a unified vocabulary for language, image tokens and the 
coordinates of a bounding box.

Wang, Peng, et al. "Unifying architectures, tasks, and modalities through a simple sequence-to-sequence learning framework."



MULTIINSTRUCT



Multi-modal Instruction Tuning



Multi-Modal Instruction Turning

● Training Dataset Construction:
○ Use 53 tasks from 9 groups for training.
○ Sample 10,000 instances per task.

● Testing Dataset Construction:
○ Reserve the entire Commonsense Reasoning group for testing.
○ Select additional 5 tasks from VQA and Miscellaneous groups. 
○ We use all the instances in the test split for each task.
○ Randomly sample 20 tasks from the test split of Natural Instructions dataset as unseen tasks 

for NLP.



Implementation Details

● Training details:
○ Pre-trained OFA-Large model  (472M)
○ Mix all the instances for all tasks.
○ Each instance is randomly combined with one of its five instruction templates.

● Testing details:
○ For each task, we conduct a total of five experiments by evaluating the model using one of the 

five instructions in each experiment.
○ We report the mean and maximum performance and the standard deviation of the 

performance across all five experiments.



Evaluation Metrics

● For multi-modal classification tasks (Visual Entailment, Visual Spatial 
Reasoning, Natural Language Visual Reasoning, and Disaster Type 
Classification) we report the Accuracy. 

● For multi-modal generation tasks (Commonsense VQA, Text VQA, Grounded 
VQA, Visual Text Extraction, and Visual Dialogue) we report the Rouge-L.

● For NLP tasks, we report Rouge-L.

● We also compute the aggregated performance for each model based on the 
mean of the model's performance on all multimodal and NLP unseen tasks. We 
use Rouge-L as the performance score for most tasks, and Accuracy for tasks 
that only have accuracy as a metric.



Sensitivity

How sensitive the model is towards to variety of instructions for the same task:

- Ability to consistently produce the same results for the same task, 
regardless of slight variations in the wording of instructions.



Effectiveness of Instruction Tuning on MULTIINSTRUCT



Impact of Increasing Multimodal Instruction Task Clusters

● Img Und
○ VQA +  Image Understanding

● Grounding
○ Grounded Matching + Grounded Generation

● MISC, ITM
○ Temporal Ordering + Miscellaneous + Image 

Text Matching
● Relation

○ Visual Relationship
● Region

○ Region Understanding

● NLP
○ NLP tasks



Effect of Diverse Instructions on Instruction Tuning

● OFA finetuned on 5 instructions achieves much higher aggregated 
performance on all evaluation tasks and shows lower sensitivity.



Effect of Fine-tuning Strategies on Model Sensitivity

● Instruction tuning on MultiInstruct can significantly reduce the sensitivity of 
OFA.

● Transfer learning from Natural Instructions dataset can further reduce the 
sensitivity of the model. 



Zero-Shot Performance on NLP Tasks

● Instruction Tuning on MultiInstruct can improve zero-shot performance on 
unseen NLP tasks.

● The transfer learning strategy MixedInstruct can best preserve the zero-shot 
capability gained on Natural Instructions dataset. 



Conclusion

● First large-scale multi-modal instruction tuning dataset.
○ Contains 62 multi-modal tasks from 10 broad categories.

● Significantly improve the zero-shot capability of OFA via instruction tuning.
● Explore several transferring learning techniques and show their benefits.
● Design a new metric sensitivity.



One More Thing!

We are collecting a much larger multimodal instruction tuning dataset with around 
150 additional vision-language tasks and we will release them soon!


